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	Textfield-20: NGPF is committed to hearing the feedback of educators to ensure the effectiveness of our professional development offerings and curriculum. We regularly engage educators in surveys to gain insights to their expertise in current classrooms and students. One of our most important evidences of impact comes from the 6th month follow up survey for FinCamp attendees. Through the data collected, there is strong evidence of teacher and student benefit from NGPF FinCamp, FinCamp PLUS, and Online PDs.

The data collected is from 2019 and shows how NGPF professional development helps teachers strengthen their practice [data was collected on a 5 point scale, 5 being the most impactful]:

4.5/5 - My instructional / pedagogical practices (questioning, engagement, building student involvement) have improved as a result of FinCamp 

4.4/5 - My content knowledge (e.g. understanding of how an index fund works or value of a credit score) has improved as a result of FinCamp

4.6/5 - My use of high-quality resources (e.g. worksheets or videos explaining mutual funds or credit cards) has improved as a result of FinCamp

4.5/5 My confidence level teaching personal finance has improved as a result of FinCamp

In addition, 53% of PD attendees shared that more than half of their curriculum and resources comes from NGPF curricula.


Teachers also provided specific feedback regarding the quality and value of NGPF professional developments to their practice:

"I am grateful for everything I learned that day. It has made a tremendous improvement in my teaching and, most importantly, in my students' education."

"I was glad to have the experience of seeing several of the lessons in action. ...seeing a few [lessons] has allowed me to gain an understanding of where they are located and I have been able to explore them on my own."

"I love NGPF. Fincamp was the best conference I've ever been to and I plan to go again! I can't overstate how much NGPF has helped my new Personal Finance (2nd Year) and made LOVE teaching again!"

"I will definitely be taking more Online PD. It was worth the time!"

"I thought it was great and addressed more than I expected. Your email updates and use of website is very user friendly. I will continue to incorporate more activities in to our curriculum. Keep up the good work!"




